
DAILY HOMEWORK OF CLASS 4 
Date - 19/08/2020 
 
************ 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
Revision 
Chapter Punctuation 
 
write 
Make 2-2 sentences using each punctuation mark  
 
*********** 
video class 5 English language chapter punctuation (all parts) 
*********** 
 
English literature 
Write: (Chapter 8 Marie Curie   )question and Answer 
 
Q1.Why did Sklodowska family study together? 
Ans : Sklodowska family studied together in the evenings so that the parents who were both teachers could help the children with 
their home work. 
 
Q2. What did Wladyshaw Sklodowski want to ensure for his children? 
Ans: Wladyshaw Sklodowski wants to ensure that his children grew up with a respect for education. 
 
 Q3. When was Marie born?  
Ans: Marie was born on November 7, 1867. 
 ( Note : Do it in your class work copy) 
 
************* 
 
 Maths  
Chapter - 5 Multiplication and Division  
Do simple Multiplication  
a) 345 x 4. b). 567 x 6.         c) 244x 3.   d) 432 x 5 
*********** 
Video- part- 1chapter-5 
************ 
 
Social studies 
Ch 5 - Coastal Region and Islands of India  
Write :  In fair copy 
Q 1.- Distinguish between  the Andaman and Nicobar islands and Lakshadweep on the basis of location , origin  and features . 
Ans 1 .Andaman and Nicobar Islands _ 
Location - Andaman and Nicobar locate in the Bay of Bengal. 
LOrigin - some islands i 
n this group are of volcanic origine 
Features - Andaman and Nicobar islands are known for their natural beauty , sandy beaches and rich marine biodiversity. 
 
Lakshadweep -  
Location- Lakshadweep locate in the Arabian sea. 
Origin - Lakshadweep islands are made up of coral feets.  
Features - Lakshadweep consists of 36 islands covering an area of 32 sq km . they are flat and sandy. 
*********** 
Video : Coastal Regions and Islands of India part -1 
*********** 
 
 SCIENCE 



Chapter 5- Food our basic need. 
 Write 
1. What are nutrients? 
2.why do we need food? 
*********** 
Video- Food our basic need Part 1 
************* 
 
Computer 
Chapter 2 
MS Windows 7 
Revision  
Write all the questions and answers of chapter 2 in practice register and learn the exercises. 
 
*********** 
Video - MS Windows 7- Part 1 and 2 
************ 
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Video--      औ  वचन (    १) 
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LEARN 
************ 
Eng lang:-Learn* 
Definitions of each punctuation mark. 
 
Eng lit:-Learn : learn H.W given above. 
 
S.st:-Learn : above 
 
Science:-Learn written work. 
Computer:-Learn the exercises given. 
 

Hindi:-                     


